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Abstract

Satellite observation scheduling plays a significant role in improving the efficiency of Earth observation systems.

To solve the large-scale multi-satellite observation scheduling problem, this paper proposes an ensemble of meta-

heuristic and exact algorithm based on a divide-and-conquer framework (EHE-DCF), including a task allocation

phase and a task scheduling phase. In the task allocation phase, each task is allocated to a proper orbit based on a

meta-heuristic incorporated with a probabilistic selection and a tabu mechanism derived from ant colony optimization

and tabu search respectively. In the task scheduling phase, we construct a task scheduling model for every single

orbit, and use an exact method (i.e., branch and bound, B&B) to solve this model. The task allocation and task

scheduling phases are performed iteratively to obtain a promising solution. To validate the performance of EHE-

DCF, we compare it with B&B, three divide-and-conquer based meta-heuristics, and a state-of-the-art meta-heuristic.

Experimental results show that EHE-DCF can obtain higher scheduling profits and complete more tasks compared

with existing algorithms. EHE-DCF is especially efficient for large-scale satellite observation scheduling problems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Earth observation satellites (EOSs) are widely used in sensing Earth’s surface and surrounding atmosphere. The

extremely useful imaging capabilities of EOSs have played an important role in resource exploration, disaster

surveillance, urban planning, and environmental monitoring [1], [2]. In recent years, although the number of EOSs

is increasing continuously and has reached 906 by January 1st 2021, the satellites are still insufficient for serving

numerous Earth observation requests [3]. Therefore, the EOS scheduling problem that aims to accomplish as many

observation requests as possible forms an essential component in the Earth observation satellite systems.
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Fig. 1. Satellite imaging activity.

An illustration of the EOS imaging activity is shown in Figure 1. An EOS flies around the Earth, and its sensor

could generate an observation strip with a certain width and length when passing over a target. To observe multiple

targets, the EOS needs to conduct certain operations for the transfer between two consecutive observation tasks,

such as attitude slewing and stabilization. Besides, the EOS can only perform imaging operations within a limited

time window [4], [5], [6] when it can pass a ground target and catch sight of the target. During the observation

process, each ground target has different visible time windows for different EOSs. Meanwhile, an EOS can observe

the same target on different orbits, thus there may be multiple visible time windows between an EOS and a target.

Therefore, the scheduling problem of an EOS belongs to a class of single-machine scheduling problems with time

window constraints and sequence-dependent setup time, which has been proved to be NP-hard [7], [8].

Although many impressive studies have been carried out to address EOS scheduling problems [8], [9], [10], [11],

[12], the increasing number of orbiting satellites and user demands has posed new challenges on multi-satellite

scheduling problems with large-scale tasks in practical applications. In this paper, we aim to tackle a multi-satellite,

multi-orbit, and large-scale Earth observation scheduling problem. The difficulties for solving this kind of problem

can be viewed in two aspects. First, the number of candidate EOSs and visible time windows for serving a task,

as well as the number of tasks could increase the problem complexity exponentially. Second, multiple satellites

indicate that the constraints would be more complex to guarantee the collaboration of satellites, which increases

the difficulties for solving the problem compared with single satellite scheduling problems. In regard to these

difficulties, the exact algorithms developed in existing literature are no longer suitable for large-scale scheduling

problems, as the computational time of exact algorithms is unacceptable [13], [14]. On the other hand, although
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heuristic and meta-heuristics have been widely used to solve large-scale scheduling problems [15], [16], [17], [7],

the scheduling results of these methods may not have performance guarantees. Therefore, it could be natural and

of great significance to develop efficient satellite scheduling methods combing the exact and meta-heuristics, which

can bring together the advantages of these two types of optimization algorithms to achieve a higher scheduling

performance, to satisfy more user demands and improve the efficiency of the Earth observation systems.

Motivated by this, in this study, we develop a scheduling framework based on the well-known divide-and-conquer

principle [18], which decomposes a large-scale EOS scheduling problem into multiple sub-problems to reduce the

complexity of solving the problem. We treat the orbits of satellites as the resources providing imaging services and

propose a novel scheduling method under the divide-and-conquer framework (DCF). This method comprises two

phases: task allocation among multiple orbits and task scheduling on a single orbit. In the task allocation phase,

we develop a meta-heuristic allocation method based on the idea of pheromone in ant colony optimization (ACO)

and the tabu mechanism in tabu search (TS). After the task allocation phase, multiple sub-problems that schedule

tasks on each orbit are generated. Afterward, in the task scheduling phase, we construct an integer programming

model for each single orbit scheduling problem and utilize a branch and bound (B&B) method to solve this model

exactly. The task allocation and single orbit scheduling in the two phases are executed iteratively and interactively

until a promising solution is obtained.

The overall approach can be viewed as an ensemble of meta-heuristic and exact algorithm based on the DCF (EHE-

DCF). It provides a new paradigm that cooperatively uses meta-heuristics and exact mathematical programming

approaches to solve complex and large-scale combinatorial optimization problems. When confronting a complex and

large-scale optimization problem, meta-heuristics may not be effective to find a high-quality solution, while exact

methods generally cannot obtain an optimal solution with affordable computation time. EHE-DCF can partition the

original problem into multiple sub-problems by using a meta-heuristic and then solves each simpler sub-problem

via exact and mature mathematical programming approaches. The obtained solution would be more high-quality,

while the optimization process would be more efficient.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

(1) We propose an ensemble of meta-heuristic and exact algorithm based on the DCF (EHE-DCF) to address

a multi-satellite, multi-orbit, and large-scale Earth observation scheduling problem. The proposed framework is a

new paradigm that decomposes a large-scale scheduling problem into sub-problems and combines the advantages

of meta-heuristic and exact algorithm.

(2) In EHE-DCF, we treat the orbits of satellites as independent resources that could provide imaging services,

and divide the scheduling process into two phases, i.e., task allocation among multiple orbits in the first phase

and task scheduling on every single orbit in the second phase. These two phases are iteratively and interactively

performed to further improve the quality of the solution.

(3) We design a meta-heuristic based on the pheromone mechanism used in ACO and the tabu mechanism used

in TS to realize the effective task allocation in the first phase of EHE-DCF. In addition, we employ a mathematical

model and a corresponding B&B method to address the task scheduling problem on every single orbit in the second

phase.
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(4) Extensive experiments on EOS scheduling instances with multi-satellite, multi-orbit, and large-scale tasks

are conducted to validate the performance of EHE-DCF. Specifically, EHE-DCF is compared with five existing

approaches: an exact method without the DCF (denote as pure B&B), three DCF based meta-heuristics, i.e., greedy

algorithm based on DCF (GR-DCF), simulated annealing algorithm based on greedy neighborhood structure and

DCF (SANS1-DCF), and simulated annealing algorithm based on random neighborhood structure and DCF (SANS2-

DCF), as well as a sate-of-the-art meta-heuristic (ASA) [19]. The experimental results demonstrate the superiority

of EHE-DCF.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II surveys the related works. Section III provides the

scheduling framework based on the divide-and-conquer principle. In Section IV, we present a mathematical model

for the single orbit task scheduling. We introduce the EHE-DCF in Section V. The simulation experiments and the

results are detailed in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

At present, considerable achievements have been made in the domain of EOS scheduling problems. The models

established by scholars include mathematical programming models [20], [21], [22], [3], constraint satisfaction

problem models [23], [24], [25], knapsack problems [26], [27], [28], graph-based problems [12], [29], [30].

The algorithms for EOS scheduling problems can be roughly classified into exact, heuristic, and meta-heuristic

approaches.

In general, exact algorithms are feasible in tackling small-scale EOS scheduling problems [4]. For instance,

Gabrel and Vanderpooten [31] formulated the EOS scheduling problem as the selection of a multiple criteria path

in a graph without a circuit. This problem was solved by the generation of efficient paths and the selection of a

satisfactory path using multiple criteria interactive procedure. Hu et al. [4] conducted a study on the application of

exact algorithms to EOS constellations and proposed a branch-and-price algorithm to solve the EOS constellation

imaging and downloading integrated scheduling problem. Peng et al. [9] investigated the agile satellite scheduling

problem with time-dependent profits and solved the problem based on an adaptive-directional dynamic programming

algorithm with decremental state space relaxation.

Exact algorithms can get optimal scheduling results, but for NP-hard optimization problems, the required computa-

tion time of exact algorithms usually increases exponentially with the increase of problem scale. Thus, heuristics and

meta-heuristics are carried out to solve the EOS scheduling problems. For Example, Wu et al. [19] developed a formal

model for EOS scheduling problems, and presented an adaptive SA–based scheduling algorithm integrated with a

dynamic task clustering strategy. Huang et al. [32] presented a multi-objective chance constrained programming

model for electronic reconnaissance satellites scheduling problem, and proposed a Monte Carlo simulation based

multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. Many scholars have applied the ACO algorithm to solve EOS scheduling

problems [33], [34], [35], [36]. For example, Gao et al. [33] constructed an acyclic directed graph model for

the EOS scheduling problem and presented a novel hybrid ACO method. Zhang et al. [35], [36] presented a

complex independent set model for multi-satellite control resource scheduling problem, and proposed an ACO

based algorithm, in which the pheromone trail is updated by two stages to avoid local optima. Wang et al. [37]
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established an integer programming model for the EOS scheduling problem, and proposed a hybrid ACO algorithm,

where the pheromone was used to indicate how to choose the request to schedule. These existing works inspired

us to design a meta-heuristic based on the pheromone mechanism of ACO to realize the task allocation in the first

phase.

In recent years, a new trend for solving the EOS scheduling problem is to decompose the large-scale scheduling

problem into several small-scale scheduling problems that can be solved separately. For instance, Xu et al. [38]

transfered the very large area observation problem into a set covering problem with constraints and solved the

problems based on a three-phase algorithm. Liu et al. [39] decomposed the scheduling problem into two sub-

problems: task assignment and task merging. Our study is distinguished from these studies in two aspects. First, we

decompose the scheduling problem into sub-problems based on a divide-and-conquer framework, which can solve

the problem iteratively and interactively. Second, we propose an ensemble of meta-heuristic and exact algorithm,

which combines the advantages of these two kinds of algorithms, thereby improving the efficiency of the optimization

process significantly.

Furthermore, in the above studies, scholars usually formulated satellites as resources and assumed that each

task has at most one observation time window on each resource. However, a satellite may have multiple orbits to

provide multiple observation time windows. If the scheduling period is long enough, a satellite will pass over a

target multiple times. Hence, the observation time windows for a task on a satellite will not be unique, which makes

the EOS scheduling problem more difficult. A better solution to tackle this issue was proposed in Wu et al. [40],

which formulated the orbits of satellites as resources such that there will be at most one observation window for

each task on each resource, making the EOS scheduling problem easier to model. In this paper, we also formulate

the orbits of the satellites as observation resources.

III. DIVIDE-AND-CONQUER-BASED SCHEDULING FRAMEWORK

As Figure 1 shows, an EOS could generate an observation strip of a certain width and length when passing over

a target. The width and length of the strip are determined by the altitude of the satellite, as well as the view field,

the slewing angle, and the observation duration of the sensor [6], [41]. In order to facilitate modeling, we assume

that all observation targets are point targets and a target is termed a task. Besides, the orbits of the satellites are

termed as resources that could provide imaging services. To schedule the satellite resources efficiently, we propose

a novel scheduling framework based on the divide-and-conquer principle (DCF). The framework comprises two

iterative phases: task allocation phase among multiple orbits and task scheduling phase on every single orbit, whose

workflow is shown in Figure 2.

In the task allocation phase, we develop a meta-heuristic to allocate tasks to orbits. We first calculate the probability

of each task to be allocated to each orbit. The calculation of the allocation probability between a task and an orbit

is inspired by the idea of the pheromone mechanism of ACO [36]. Once a task is allocated to an orbit, the intensity

of pheromone between the task and the orbit will be increased. Besides, the tabu mechanism of TS is adopted in

this phase to avoid premature convergence. Further details of the meta-heuristic are provided in Section V.
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Fig. 2. The scheduling framework based on divide-and-conquer principle.

In the task scheduling phase, a set of task scheduling sub-problems on every single orbit is separately solved by

a B&B method based on the allocation results in the task allocation phase. The scheduling scheme of an orbit is

exactly regarded as the solution of a sub-problem, and the overall scheduling scheme can be obtained by merging

all the sub-scheduling schemes.

The final scheduling results are obtained through iteratively performing the task allocation phase and task

scheduling phase until the algorithm termination conditions are met. These two phases are interconnected via

the pheromone mechanism and tabu mechanism. This framework can effectively reduce the scheduling complexity

of the original problem and obtain a more promising solution by merging a set of sub-solutions obtained by a B&B

method that solves a set of relatively small-scale sub-problems.

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR TASK SCHEDULING ON AN ORBIT

In this section, we develop a task scheduling model for a single orbit. Satellite observation operations in practical

applications are affected by various factors, such as cloud coverage, imaging data transmission, and satellite

malfunction [3]. For the convenience of modeling, we assume that the impacts of these real-world factors are

ignored. Besides, we assume that each task is desired to be observed once, without repeated observation requests.

The task scheduling model aims to maximize the overall profits of all the scheduled tasks, while satisfying the

constraints related to satellite operations, including satellite transfer time between two consecutive tasks, energy

capacity, and memory capacity. The profit of a task represents the importance and value to the user of completing

the observation task [22], [32], [37].

The used notations are summarized in Table I. Let O = {O1, O2, · · · , OH} be the set of orbits within the

predefined scheduling horizon and H the number of orbits. Denote T = {1, 2, · · · , N} as the set of tasks and N

the number of tasks. Define Tk ∈ T as the set of tasks allocated to orbit k ∈ O. Each orbit k is associated with a

memory capacity Mk and an energy capacity Ek. The observation activity consumes energy and memory resources

on each orbit. Define ek and mk as the energy consumption and the memory consumption for a task on orbit k.

Each task i ∈ Tk is endowed with an observation profit ωi, a slewing angle θik, and a time window [wsik,weik]

specified by its earliest possible observation time wsik and its latest possible observation time weik.
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TABLE I

NOTATIONS FOR THE SCHEDULING MODEL.

Notations Description

O Set of orbits

H Number of orbits

T Set of tasks

N Number of tasks

Tk Set of tasks on orbit k, Tk ∈ T
xkij Decision variables

ωi Profit of task i

Mk , Ek Memory capacity and energy capacity of orbit k

mk , ek Memory and energy consumption for each time unit of observation of orbit k

[wsik, weik] Time window for task i on orbit k

θik Slewing angle for task i on orbit k

stkij Transfer time between task i and task j on orbit k

tdk , tuk , tsk Times of sensor shutdown, startup and attitude stabilization on orbit k

v Slewing velocity of sensors

Satellite transfer time is required to observe two different tasks successively. Specifically, after observing a task

i ∈ Tk, the satellite needs a sequence of transformation operations to observe the next task j ∈ Tk, including sensor

shutdown, slewing, attitude stability, and startup. Denote tuk, tdk, and tsk as the time consumption of sensor

startup, shutdown, and attitude stability on the orbit k, respectively. Let v be the slewing velocity of the satellite.

The transfer time stkij can be computed as

stkij = tdk + |θik − θjk| /v + tsk + tuk. (1)

To accomplish the model, we introduce binary decision variables xkij , and define xkij = 1 if task i is the immediate

predecessor of the task j on orbit k; otherwise xkij = 0. Note that there exist two dummy tasks used to start or

terminate sensors when the task index equals 0 or N + 1. The dummy tasks do not have real profit (i.e., ω0 = 0,

ωN+1 = 0). Thus, the integer programming formulation of the task scheduling on the single orbit is constructed as

max
∑
i∈Tk

∑
j∈Tk∪{N+1},j 6=i

xkij · ωi, (2)

∑
i∈Tk

∑
j∈Tk∪{N+1},j 6=i

xkij · ei ≤ Ek, (3)

∑
i∈Tk

∑
j∈Tk∪{N+1},j 6=i

xkij ·mk · (weik − wsik) ≤Mk, (4)

xkij · (wsik − weik − stkij) ≥ 0,∀i, j ∈ Tk, (5)
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∑
j∈Tk∪{0},j 6=i

xkij ≤ 1,∀i ∈ Tk, (6)

∑
j∈Tk∪{N+1},j 6=i

xkij ≤ 1,∀i ∈ Tk, (7)

∑
j∈Tk∪{0},j 6=i

xkij −
∑

j∈Tk∪{N+1},j 6=i

xkij 6= 0,∀i ∈ Tk, (8)

xk0,N+1 + xkN+1,0 = 0, (9)

∑
j∈Tk

xk0,j = 1, (10)

∑
i∈Tk

xki,N+1 = 1. (11)

The objective function (2) aims to maximize the entire observation profits of all the scheduled tasks. Constraints

(3), (4), and (5) represent the energy, memory, and time window constraints, respectively. Constraints (6) and

(7) indicate that there is at most one predecessor task and one subsequent task for each real task. Constraint (8)

guaranteed that the number of predecessor tasks and the number of subsequent tasks for a real task are equal.

Moreover, constraints (6), (7) and (8) also show that each task can be observed at most once. Constraint (9)

indicates that the dummy tasks cannot be used as adjacent tasks. Since adjacent dummy tasks do not contribute to

the objective function, we force xk0,N+1=0 and xkN+1,0 = 0. Constraints (10) and (11) ensure that there must be a

real task after the dummy task 0 and a real task before the dummy task N + 1. Similar EOS scheduling models

can be found in [42], [19], [43], in which constraints (9)–(11) constructed in this paper are not considered.

V. ENSEMBLE OF META-HEURISTIC AND EXACT ALGORITHM

A. Meta-heuristic for task allocation

To cooperate with the proposed DCF, we propose a novel meta-heuristic method hybriding the tabu mechanism of

TS and the pheromone mechanism of ACO, for the task allocation phase. In detail, the tabu mechanism is utilized

to modify the orbit set for task allocation, while the pheromone mechanism is adopted to select appropriate orbits

for tasks. Furthermore, we introduce three factors, including heuristic factor, pheromone trail factor, and feedback

factors to implement the above two mechanisms.

Before detailing the proposed meta-heuristic method, we clarify some definitions for convenience. Denote COi

as an orbit set in which all orbits have visible time windows for the task i. Although all the orbits in COi are

visible to i, some of them would not be used due to the tabu mechanism. Thus, denote CO′i(n) ⊆ COi as the

available orbits at the n-th iteration. Let wi(n) be the allocation priority of a task i at the n-th iteration. Denote

σik(n) ∈ [0, l] as the tabu factor between a task i and an orbit k at the n-th iteration, where l is the tabu step.
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σik(n) is used to check whether an orbit k can be utilized in CO′i(n) when allocating i. Further, define ηik(n) and

τik(n) as the heuristic factor and the pheromone trail factor between a task i and an orbit k, respectively. ηik(n)

and τik(n) are used to calculate the allocation probability pik(n) of assigning a task i to an orbit k at the n-th

iteration, which can be expressed by

pik(n) =
[τik(n)]

α × [ηik(n)]
β∑

t∈CO′
i(n)

[τit(n)]
α × [ηit(n)]

β
, (12)

where parameters α and β are real numbers that determine the relative influence of the pheromone trail and the

heuristic information.
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Fig. 3. The task allocation process.

An overview of the meta-heuristic for task allocation is illustrated in Figure 3. When performing the task

allocation, tasks in the task set T are first sorted in descending order according to their allocation priority wi(n).

Then, an available orbit set CO′i(n) is selected for the task i with the highest allocation priority. Afterwards, the

allocation probabilities between the task i and each orbit in CO′i(n) are calculated, and i is allocated to an orbit k

according to the allocation probability pik(n). Meanwhile, the heuristic factor is updated and the assigned task i is

removed from T . The above processes are repeated iteratively until T is empty. After each iteration, the pheromone

trail factor and feedback factors will be updated according to the scheduling results. The results of task allocation

after each iteration are different, which can make the algorithm escape from local optima and converge to better

solutions gradually.

In particular, the heuristic factor is designed based on the task load condition and task conflict condition, and it

will be updated once a task is allocated. The pheromone trail factor is updated at each iteration, during which it

will be increased, decayed, and diluted according to the scheduling results. The calculation methods of the heuristic

factor, pheromone trail factor, and feedback factors are presented as follows.
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(1) Heuristic factor. Denote T ′k as a set of tasks already allocated to the orbit k, the load degree of k can be

expressed by εk = |T ′k| (i.e., the number of tasks already allocated to k). When allocating a new task i, the orbit k

in CO′i(n) presents one of the following two states: (i) There are no allocated tasks on the orbit k (i.e., εk = 0) and

(ii) there are some tasks already allocated to the orbit k (i.e., εk > 0). In the second state, the task i to be assigned

may conflict with other tasks in T ′k. We use a binary variable confkis ∈ {0, 1} to measure the conflict between the

tasks i and s ∈ T ′k. If confkis = 1, task i conflicts with task s; 0 otherwise. The criteria for judging whether two

tasks are in conflict is expressed byweik + |θik − θsk|/v > wssk, if wssk > wsik,

wesk + |θik − θsk|/v > wsik, if wssk ≤ wsik.
(13)

Then, let ξik be the conflict degree between task i and all the tasks in T ′k, it can be calculated according to

ξik =
∑
s∈T ′

k

confkis. (14)

Figure 4 shows an example of the conflict degree and load degree, in which ξ11 = 1, ξ12 = 0, ξ21 = 2, ξ22 = 0,

ξ31 = 1, ξ32 = 0, ξ41 = 1, ξ42 = 0, ε1= 4, and ε2= 3.

Orbit1's timeline

Orbit2's timeline

task2 task3task1 task4

task5 task6 task7 task8

task9 task10 task11

Fig. 4. Conflict and Load condition.

Denote ε̄k and ξ̄ik as the normalized values of εk and ξik respectively, they can be calculated by

ε̄k = (
∑

s∈COi(n)

εs − εk)/
∑

s∈COi(n)

εs, (15)

ξ̄ik = (
∑

s∈COi(n)

ξis − ξik)/
∑

s∈COi(n)

ξis. (16)

Therefore, the value of the heuristic factor ηik(n) can be obtained by

ηik(n) = a · ε̄k + b · ξ̄ik, (17)

where a and b are the weights of ε̄k and ξ̄ik, respectively.
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(2) Pheromone trail factor. We use ρ ∈ (0, 1) and λ to represent the pheromone decay parameter and pheromone

dilution parameter, respectively. The increment of the pheromone between a task i and an orbit k can be expressed

as

∆τik =
γ(n)

λ ·Num(n)
, (18)

where γ(n) and Num(n) are scheduling profits and number of scheduled tasks at the n-th iteration, respectively.

Denote γ∗ as the current best scheduling profits, it can be calculated as

γ∗ = max {γ(1), γ(2), · · · , γ(n)} . (19)

When
∑
j∈Tk∪{N+1},j 6=i x

k
ij = 1, which indicates that the task i is successfully scheduled, the pheromone trail

factor τik(n) would be updated based on the following formulasτik(1 + n) = (1− ρ) · τik(n) + ∆τik,

τik(1) = 1.

(20)

(3) Feedback factors. The feedback factors consist of the allocation priority factor wi(n) and tabu factor σik(n).

After the task scheduling on each orbit has been finished, we use wi(n) and σik(n) to update the allocation orders

of the task i, as well as the elements in CO′i(n) at the (n + 1)-th iteration, which will affect the task allocation

process at the next iteration.

The initial value of the allocation priority factor is the initial profit of the task i (i.e., wi(1) = ωi). If the task

i has not been successfully scheduled (i.e.,
∑
j∈Tk∪{N+1},j 6=i x

k
ij = 0), wi(n + 1) will be updated; otherwise it

keeps unchanged, which can be expressed aswi(n+ 1) = wi(n)− c If
∑
j∈Tk∪{N+1},j 6=i x

k
ij = 0,

wi(n+ 1) = wi(n) Otherwise,
(21)

where c ∈ Z+ is a weight decay parameter. The allocation priority of a task will be decreased if the task is not

scheduled, thereby ensuring that the task that has not been scheduled for several times will be adjusted backward

in the task allocation sequence.

The tabu factor σik(n) checks whether an orbit is available or not. The initial value of σik(n) is 0, and it will be

updated iteratively in the later iterations. We propose 7 heuristic rules to determine the value of σik(n). Specifically,

the initialization of the tabu process is shown in Rule1. If σik(n) > 0, which indicates that the orbit k is not allowed

to serve the task i at the n-th iteration, the elements in CO′i(n) will be adjusted according to Rules 2-4. If σik = 0,

which means that the orbit k is available to serve the task i at the n-th iteration, CO′i(n) will be updated based on

Rule 5. Finally, the tabu factor σik(n) will be updated iteratively according to Rules 6-7.

Rule1: In the initial situation, all the orbits in COi can be used to serve the task i, which can be expressed as

CO′i(1) = COi.

Rule2: If there is only one visible orbit for the task i (i.e., |COi| = 1), the orbit in COi is always available,

which can be expressed by CO′i(n) ≡ COi.

Rule3: If there are multiple visible orbits for the task i (i.e., |COi| > 1), a randomly selected orbit k would be

removed from CO′i(n) to obtain CO′i(n+ 1), which is denoted as CO′i(n+ 1) = CO′i(n)/ {Ok}.
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Rule4: If there are multiple visible orbits and no orbits can be used for serving the task i at the n-th iteration

(i.e., |COi| > 1 and CO′i(n) = ∅), CO′i(n) will be initialized as CO′i(n+ 1) = COi .

Rule5: In the iterative process, when σik(n) decreases to 0, the orbit k would be added to CO′i(n + 1) in the

next iteration, which is written as CO′i(n+ 1) = CO′i(n) ∪Ok .

Rule6: If the task i allocated to the orbit k is not successfully scheduled at the n-th iteration, the tabu factor

σik(n) will be updated at the (n+ 1)-th iteration as σik(n+ 1) = l, where l ∈ Z+.

Rule7: If the orbit k is forbidden to serve the task i at the n-th iteration (i.e., σik(n) > 0), the tabu factor σik(n)

will decrease according to σik(n+ 1) = σik(n) −∆l in the following iterations until its value is 0. Here ∆l is a

divisor of l, which is used to gradually reduce the value of σik(n).

B. Ensemble of meta-heuristic and exact algorithm based on DCF

The pseudo-code of EHE-DCF is provided in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm, first, the task i with the highest

allocation priority is selected as the current task to be allocated (line 5). Second, according to the visibility of the

orbits to the task i and the orbit tabu condition, an available orbit set CO′i(n) is derived for serving task i (line

6). Third, the allocation probabilities between the task i and each orbit in CO′i(n) are calculated, and the task i is

allocated to an orbit k based on the allocation probability pik(n) (lines 8-9). Meanwhile, the pheromone is updated

at each iteration (line 11). When all the tasks in T are scheduled, the task allocation phase is terminated. In the

single orbit scheduling phase, we use the CPLEX software to implement B&B method to obtain a set of scheduling

results of the single orbit scheduling problems. Then, the sub-scheduling results are merged to obtain an overall task

scheduling result (lines 13-14). The task allocation and the single orbit scheduling phases are performed iteratively

until the number of iterations reaches the maximum iterations G1.

C. Complexity analysis

The computational complexity of each component of EHE-DCF is displayed in Table II. Assume that the number

of tasks allocated to each orbit varies in [0, N ]. The number of tasks allocated to every single orbit will be N in

the worst case, and it would be much less than N in practice. Assume that N tasks are evenly allocated to H

orbits, the complexity of task allocation would be O(N2) and the complexity of single orbit scheduling would be

O(2N/H). Therefore, the complexity of EHE-DCF is O(G ∗H ∗ 2N/H), where G and H are numbers of iterations

and orbits, respectively. On the other hand, the complexity of the pure B&B is O(2N ) [44]. Therefore, compared

with the pure B&B, the complexity of EHE-DCF is much smaller. As the resources and tasks scale increase, the

computational advantage of EHE-DCF would become more obvious.

VI. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we carry out experiments based on EOS scheduling instances with different task scales and

different observation resource scales to comprehensively evaluate the performance of EHE-DCF. Both EHE-DCF

and its competitors are implemented in Matlab R2016a and CPLEX12.5, and all the experiments are executed on

a computer with Intel(R) Core (TM) i5 2.80 GHz and 8.0 GB RAM.
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Algorithm 1: EHE-DCF
Input: Task set T , orbit set O, time windows between tasks and orbits, maximum iterations G

Output: scheduling results.

1 Initialize algorithm parameters

2 while n ≤ G1 do

3 //Task allocation phase

4 while T 6= ∅ do

5 Find the task i that has the highest allocation priority

6 Select an available orbit set CO′i(n) for the task i

7 for each orbit k ∈ CO′i(n) do

8 Calculate the allocation probability pik(n) according to τik(n) and ηik(n)

9 Allocate the task i to the orbit k according to pik(n)

10 Remove the task i from T

11 Update the pheromone

12 //Task scheduling phase

13 for each orbit k scheduled do

14 Solve the scheduling problem on the orbit k by B&B method

15 Merge all the sub-scheduling results;

16 n = n+ 1

TABLE II

THE COMPLEXITY OF EACH COMPONENT OF EHE-DCF.

Components Complexity

Initialization O(1)

Task allocation O(N2)

Single orbit scheduling O(2N/H)

A. Comparative algorithms

We compare EHE-DCF with five algorithms, including three DCF based meta-heuristics, a state-of-the-art meta-

heuristic in the existing literature, and pure B&B method. The pure B&B method is implemented with the

commercial solver CPLEX, and the meta-heuristics are briefly introduced as follows.

(1) Greedy algorithm based on DCF (GR-DCF). Greedy algorithms that preferentially schedule the task with the

highest profit or priority are commonly used to solve satellite scheduling problems in practical applications [45],

[46]. In GR-DCF, the task allocation phase is the same as EHE-DCF, while the task scheduling phase is performed

greedily. In each iteration of the task scheduling phase, the tasks assigned to each orbit are scheduled iteratively

according to their profits. During the scheduling process, if constraints (3)-(4) are violated when a task is inserted
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into an orbit, the previously scheduled tasks on this orbit would be removed one by one, until all constraints are

satisfied. The scheduled task with the lowest profit would be removed first. Finally, the tasks that are not successfully

scheduled are preserved for the next iteration.

(2) Simulated annealing neighborhood based on greedy neighborhood structure and DCF (SANS1-DCF). Different

from GR-DCF, SANS1-DCF implements a greedy neighborhood structure in the task scheduling phase. The greedy

neighborhood structure schedules tasks assigned to each orbit in the same way as GR-DCF, but removes a task with

the lowest profit before inserting tasks if any task has been inserted into the orbit. By removing tasks from previously

scheduled results, SANS1-DCF is expected to have a higher capability to escape from the local optimum. Meanwhile,

SANS1-DCF adopts the well-known Metropolis acceptance criteria [47] of simulated annealing algorithm to accept

worse solutions with an adaptively controlled probability.

(3) Simulated annealing neighborhood based on random neighborhood structure and DCF (SANS2-DCF). The

framework of SANS2-DCF is similar with SANS1-DCF. The difference between SANS1-DCF and SANS2-DCF is

that SANS2-DCF removes a task randomly instead of removing the task with the lowest profit from the previously

scheduled result.

(4) Adaptive simulated annealing–based scheduling algorithm (ASA). ASA is a state-of-the-art algorithm extracted

from the existing literature [19]. This algorithm has been proved efficient in solving EOS scheduling problems,

due to involving sophisticated mechanisms, i.e., adaptive temperature control, tabu-list-based short-term revisiting

avoidance mechanism and intelligent combination of neighbourhood structures.

B. Experiment setups

In the experimental studies, 8 instances varying from 200 to 1600 tasks are prepared. The targets associated with

the tasks are distributed in a range of latitude 15°-45° and longitude 80°-120° randomly. The profits of tasks are

random values within [1, 10]. We set the allowable runtime for an algorithm solving a scheduling problem to 3600

seconds and the scheduling horizon to 24 hours. The basic information of the instances is provided in Table III.

Parameters of satellites and algorithms are listed in Tables IV and V, respectively. All algorithms are repeated 25

times on each instance independently.

TABLE III

INFORMATION OF INSTANCES.

Scheduling horizon Number of satellites Number of tasks Profit of task Acceptable runtime

24 hours 10 [200, 1600] [1,10] 3600 seconds

TABLE IV

PARAMETERS OF SATELLITES.

Ek Mk ek mk tdk tsk tuk v

300 2400 1 1 5 3 5 1
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TABLE V

PARAMETERS OF ALGORITHMS.

Algorithms Parameters

EHE-DCF α = 3, β = 3, a = 0.7, b = 0.3, c = 0.2, l = 2, ∆l = 1, ρ = 0.1, G = 200.

GR-DCF Maximum iterations G2 = 500,
start temperature Tems = 300,
end temperature Teme = 0.001,
cooling rate δ = 0.99.

SANS1-DCF

SANS2-DCF

ASA Maximum iterations G3 = 5 ∗N and the other parameters are the same as in [19].

C. Results and discussions

The results are reported in Table VI, including the obtained observation profits, number of scheduled tasks, and

average runtime. As seen from Table VI, EHE-DCF outperforms its comparative meta-heuristics (i.e., GR-DCF,

SANS1-DCF, SANS2-DCF, and ASA) in terms of the obtained observation profits and the number of scheduled

tasks. This is because EHE-DCF uses B&B method to generate optimal solutions for single orbit scheduling sub-

problems and the iterative task allocation procedure realizes a proper problem partition. Meanwhile, these two

phases can work cooperatively to obtain a high-quality entire scheduling scheme.

By contrast, pure B&B can get the highest profits in the small-scale task scheduling problems without surprise,

as pure B&B is an exact algorithm. However, its runtime increases dramatically when the task scale increases,

indicating that its computational efficiency is not satisfactory when solving large-scale EOS scheduling problems.

To be concrete, pure B&B has a sharp increase in runtime when the number of tasks is more than 600, and it

consumes much more time than other comparative algorithms. In the case of 800 tasks, the runtime of pure B&B

has exceeded the predefined allowable running time. As for ASA, it needs more computational efforts to solve the

scheduling problem, while the obtained profits are less than that of other meta-heuristics based on DCF. Particularly,

ASA cannot solve large-scale instances (i.e., instances C5-C8) within acceptable running time. Although pure B&B

consumes less computational time when solving small-scale instances (i.e., instances C1-C3) compared with ASA,

the pure B&B still requires more computational time compared with DCF based meta-heuristics on instances C2-C8.

These observation results further prove the efficiency of DCF, particularly on large-scale instances.

To visually analysis the performance of EHE-DCF, we plot the convergence process of EHE-DCF when dealing

with the instances with 400, 1000, and 1600 tasks in Figure 5, which demonstrates that EHE-DCF is robust and

able to converge to a satisfactory solution efficiently.

The variances of the scheduling profits and number of scheduled tasks obtained by four DCF based meta-heuristics

on all instances are investigated in Figure 6. It can be found that EHE-DCF has a more stable performance in

solving EOS scheduling problems with different scales compared with SANS1-DCF, SANS2-DCF, and GR-DCF.

In particular, its advantage is more obvious when the task scale is more than 800, which indicates that EHE-DCF

could be useful and reliable in practical applications.

To further demonstrate the advantages of EHE-DCF under large-scale task scheduling, we define two indicators,

i.e., the increase rate of obtained profits rprofit1,i and the number of scheduled tasks rtask1,i , which are respectively
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TABLE VI

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON 8 INSTANCES.

Profits Number of scheduled tasks
Instance Task scale Algorithm

Min. Ave. Max. Min. Ave. Max.
Runtime (s)

EHE-DCF 1063 1095.84 1117 160 166 170 16.131

SANS1-DCF 1046 1073.88 1091 157 162 167 10.297

SANS2-DCF 1054 1077.88 1102 157 163 167 9.056

GR-DCF 1036 1060.52 1084 157 162 168 4.734

Pure B&B \ 1198.00 \ \ 186 \ 3.104

C1 200

ASA 1050 1069.90 1098 161 164 168 37.866

EHE-DCF 1833 1859.48 1902 253 259 266 27.744

SANS1-DCF 1750 1781.28 1848 242 247 253 44.782

SANS2-DCF 1773 1807.12 1834 242 249 252 41.367

GR-DCF 1654 1728.92 1781 237 246 250 18.488

Pure B&B \ 2134.00 \ \ 306 \ 240.753

C2 400

ASA 1541 1591.00 1653 215 223 231 432.491

EHE-DCF 2235 2280.64 2312 293 302 308 54.801

SANS1-DCF 2078 2133.64 2181 273 280 287 153.926

SANS2-DCF 2149 2208.36 2252 277 287 297 147.857

GR-DCF 1974 2042.08 2100 270 277 287 62.184

Pure B&B \ 2616.00 \ \ 350 \ 448.514

C3 600

ASA 1703 1744.00 1801 231 237 243 1583.542

EHE-DCF 2531 2577.92 2616 318 327 335 102.31

SANS1-DCF 2306 2358.92 2420 287 296 305 383.494

SANS2-DCF 2407 2465.12 2521 298 307 314 376.98

GR-DCF 2194 2255.76 2316 286 295 309 159.789

Pure B&B \ 2928.00 \ \ 371 \ 4472.515

C4 800

ASA 1877 1923.90 1976 238 247 255 3519.338

EHE-DCF 2762 2796.36 2829 341 346 354 170.073

SANS1-DCF 2430 2530.28 2588 303 310 315 756.406

SANS2-DCF 2544 2621.84 2674 307 317 324 767.229
C5 1000

GR-DCF 2371 2403.04 2467 301 307 313 322.98

EHE-DCF 2903 2936.04 2976 354 358 365 274.739

SANS1-DCF 2576 2628.68 2684 306 315 326 1357.924

SANS2-DCF 2729 2769.96 2857 323 329 338 1338.86
C6 1200

GR-DCF 2407 2483.60 2562 306 313 320 574.383

EHE-DCF 3036 3074.88 3108 361 368 372 422.069

SANS1-DCF 2676 2731.80 2795 314 322 331 2178.727

SANS2-DCF 2818 2883.56 2943 328 337 344 2183.903
C7 1400

GR-DCF 2509 2577.417 2680 310 319 330 922.881

EHE-DCF 3108 3149.08 3187 368 374 379 620.367

SANS1-DCF 2738 2789.16 2831 320 326 333 3354.379

SANS2-DCF 2883 2945.48 3006 330 341 350 3318.207
C8 1600

GR-DCF 2555 2634.80 2693 314 322 333 1396.34
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Fig. 5. Convergence of EHE-DCF on the instances with 400, 1000, and 1600 tasks.
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Fig. 6. Comparisons on the stability with respect to the obtained profits and the number of scheduled tasks.

calculated as follows

rprofit1,i = (γave1 − γavei )/γavei × 100%, i = {2, 3, 4}, (22)

rtask1,i = (Num1ave −Numiave)/Numave
i × 100%, i = {2, 3, 4}. (23)

where γavei and Numiave represent the average value of obtained profits and the number of scheduled tasks of the
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DCF based algorithm i, respectively. The comparison results of increase rates are shown in Figure 7. The results

show that when the task scale is 1600, the increase rates of the obtained profits and number of scheduled tasks reach

the maximum values. It can be concluded that the performance of three comparative DCF based meta-heuristics (i.e.,

GR-DCF, SANS1-DCF, and SANS2-DCF) are deteriorated when solving large-scale EOS scheduling problems. On

the contrary, the increase rates of EHE-DCF increase significantly in the case of large-scale tasks, indicating that

EHE-DCF is particularly suitable to large-scale complex EOS scheduling problems.
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(a) Increase rate of the obtained profits.
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Fig. 7. Histograms on different task scales with respect to the obtained profits and the number of scheduled tasks.

More observation resources mean more observation opportunities, while it brings more scheduling challenges.

To test the performance of EHE-DCF in solving EOS scheduling problems with different numbers of observation

resources, we apply EHE-DCF, GR-DCF, SANS1-DCF, and SANS2-DCF to instances with a different number

of satellites and the same number of tasks. Five groups of instances are implemented by setting the number of

satellites from 2 to 10 and the number of tasks to 1000. ASA is not tested here for comparisons, as we have

shown the superior performance of the DCF based meta-heuristics in Table VI. The computational results based

on EHE-DCF, SANS1-DCF, SANS2-DCF, and GR-DCF are plotted in Figure 8. It can be seen that the number

of satellites shows a significant effect on the results of scheduling. Meanwhile, the scheduling results obtained by

EHE-DCF are significantly better than those of other comparative algorithms on all instances.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel ensemble approach named ECE-DCF, which combines meta-heuristic and exact methods

based on a DCF, has been proposed for solving the multiple EOS scheduling problem. ECE-DCF divides the EOS

scheduling problem into a task allocation phase and a single orbit scheduling phase. In the task allocation phase, a

meta-heuristic is designed to generate a fairly reasonable task allocation scheme in an iterative manner. This meta-

heuristic method involves sophisticated mechanisms, i.e., probabilistic selection and tabu mechanism, feedback

factors, heuristic factors, and pheromone trail factors. In the single orbit scheduling phase, we construct an integer

programming model and adopt the B&B method to obtain an optimal solution of each subproblem. Furthermore,
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Fig. 8. Comparisons on different satellite scales with respect to the obtained profits and the number of scheduled tasks.

these two phases are performed iteratively and interactively to solve the EOS scheduling problem. Compared with

an exact method (i.e., pure B&B), three DCF based meta-heuristic (i.e., GR-DCF, SANS1-DCF and SANS2-DCF),

and a state-of-the-art meta-heuristic (i.e., ASA), EHE-DCF outperforms the competitors in terms of scheduling

profits and number of scheduled tasks on the most instances, as well as running time on large-scale instances.

Extensive experiments are further conducted to demonstrate that EHE-DCF is a robust and efficient method for

solving EOS scheduling problems, especially when the scale of the scheduling problem getting large. In future

studies, we would extend the proposed approach to solve more complicated EOS scheduling problems, scuh as the

agile EOS scheduling problem [48].
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